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This work focuses on the study of nanocomposite organic/inorganic materials, particularly, those
made by the sol-gel method, by using time-resolved fluorescence techniques. A model of stretched
exponentials is presented and used to fit fluorescence (luminescence) decay profiles for fluorescence
quenching reactions obtained by energy-transfer or by diffusion or both. Various types of information
on both bulk and thin-film nanocomposite materials can be obtained by such analysis: for example,
determination of the percolation threshold for the organic subphase, localization or mobility of
incorporated molecular species, and extraction of structural parameters.
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INTRODUCTION properties. In particular, most of organic/inorganic nano-
composite gels are composed of interpenetrating sub-

Time-resolved fluorescence (or more generally, phases mixed in the nanoscale [7] so that microscopy
luminescence) spectroscopy has been established as the or X-ray diffraction can provide only limited structural
most efficient and popular technique for the study of information or no information at all. In that case, only
organized molecular assemblies, such as micelles, spectroscopy can offer the necessary tool to decipher
microemulsions, lipid vesicles, polymers, etc., in colloi- the structure of these materials. Indeed, NMR and IR
dal solutions or wet gels. Time-resolved fluorescence has spectroscopy have been systematically employed in the
not received equivalent attention by materials scientists. study of such systems [7–10]. Steady-state luminescence
The reason is that in the case of materials, which are spectroscopy has also been used, mainly to monitor gel
usually studied and used in the solid state, researchers rely evolution, particularly in sol-gel processes [10–14]. Both
on imaging techniques, such as electronic microscopy, X- added probes [11] and intrinsic luminescence [14] have
ray diffraction, etc. to characterize their materials. How- served in the study of both pure oxide or hybrid orgnanic/
ever, imaging techniques have their limits. Electronic inorganic materials [10–14].
microscopy, X-ray diffraction, and all the equivalent mod- Fewer are the cases in which time-resolved lumines-
ern techniques rely on the existence of short- or long- cence analysis has been used for structural characteriza-
range order [1–6] to obtain detectable signals and suffi- tion of nanocomposite organic/inorganic materials. To
cient contrast to satisfactorily image the material’s struc- properly map the structure of a material by luminescence
ture. Not all materials are endowed with such convenient techniques, it is necessary to analyze the geometry of the

interaction between two species, one of which is excited
and can emit light and a second one that can interact1 University of Patras, Engineering Science Department, 26500, Patras,
with excited species and quench their luminescence. TheGreece. Tel.: 30-610997587. Fax: 30-610997803. e-mail: lianos@

upatras.gr efficiency of such an interaction can by proper analysis
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provide information about the geometry of the distribu- one inorganic. The inorganic subphase is the oxide net-
work. The organic subphase aids solubilization and dis-tion of the interacting species and, indirectly, about the

geometry of the hosting environment. Time-resolved persion of functional dopants, while in some cases the
functional dopant itself constitutes the organic subphase.luminescence analysis is more efficient in providing such

information than steady-state analysis, for several rea- A second main reason for seeking for nanocomposite
materials is templating of mesoporous structures. Thissons: the related models of analysis are simpler and easier

to deal with; time-resolved analysis provides information method, which is a vast field in materials research, uses
organic mesophases in nanocomposite materials as tem-in a dynamic manner, whereas steady-state analysis gives

only average values; and time-resolved analysis has plates to build porosity in oxide matrices. When the tem-
plate is removed, either by calcination or by usinghigher resolution capacity and higher sensitivity in the

mapping of the hosting environment. Nevertheless, in appropriate solvents, it leaves behind a mesoporous struc-
ture, which can be designed to have a high degree ofmost cases the researcher relies on both steady-state and

time-resolved data for a better mapping of the system. order [1–5].
Nanocomposite organic/inorganic materials areIn the present work, we will present some of the tech-

niques used to study nanocomposite organic/inorganic divided into two main categories: (1) materials in which
the organic and the inorganic subphases make a simplematerials, made by the sol-gel process, by employing

time-resolved luminescence analysis, emphasizing on our mixture at the nanoscale; and (2) materials in which the
two subphases are covalently linked. The materials ofown work in this domain.
the first category can be easily made, and they can be
chosen among a large variety of components. Typical
substances making the organic subphase are surfactants,SOL-GEL PROCESS AND NANOCOMPOSITE

ORGANIC/INORGANIC MATERIALS block copolymers or poly(alkyleneoxide) oligomers [1–
7,22–31]. In the second category, the precursor intro-
duced in the original sol is a hybrid composed of theSol-gel is a chemical process that starts with a mix-

ture of reagents making a transparent sol and ends up functional organic group covalently linked with (usually)
silicon alkoxide group(s). The sol-gel process leads towith a solid gel, and finally, after slow evaporation of

volatile components, the result is a xerogel. Even though inorganic polymerization, providing a covalent linking
with the organic subphase. Such materials are stable andthe term has a more general sense, it is usually employed

to designate the hydrolysis of a metal alkoxide (including have excellent mechanical and optical properties, and for
this reason they are quite popular [13,14,32–41]. Bothsilicon alkoxides) and the subsequent inorganic polymer-

ization (condensation) that leads to formation of the cor- categories of these materials, which will be henceforth
called by a single name “nanocomposite organic-inor-responding oxide [15,16]. The whole process is carried

out at ambient or a slightly elevated temperature. The ganic materials,” are the subject of the present work.
most extensively used reagents are silicon alkoxides, and
compounds of several transition metals, such as Ti, Sn,

TIME-RESOLVED FLUORESCENCEZn, or V, are also very popular [3,4,15–18]. One of the
ANALYSIS BY STRETCHEDprincipal applications of the sol-gel process is the fabrica-
EXPONENTIALStion of transparent amorphous oxides doped with func-

tional organic groups. Because sol-gel doping is done at
Time-resolved analysis of fluorescence decay pro-ambient conditions or at slightly elevated temperatures,

files by stretched exponentials has been known for a longorganic dopants can be preserved both in terms of compo-
time. Until the 1980s it was limited only to a particularsition and functionality. Thus, silica has been doped in a
model assigned to resonance energy transfer between anmultitude of cases with organic substances ranging from
excited donor and a quencher-acceptor. Briefly, thislaser dyes to proteins and other functional macromole-
model, which is found in any photophysics textbook [42],cules [19–22]. It was, however, soon made clear that
is described as follows. The efficiency of resonancepure sol-gel matrices (in most cases, silica matrices) have
energy transfer from excited donors to randomly distrib-serious drawbacks. The solubility of most organic sub-
uted acceptors is given by:stances, especially, hydrophobic ones, is limited in pure

silica, causing migration, aggregation, and subsequent
k(r) 5

1
t 1R0

r 2
6

(1)decrease of functionality. This is one main reason that
research has turned to nanocomposite materials, made of
two subphases mixed in the nanoscale, one organic and where k is the rate of energy transfer, t is the decay time
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of the donor in the absence of an acceptor, r is the distance the dispersion medium. Eq. (3) allows for f, the power
of time, to get any value between 0 and 1/2, for restrictedbetween an excited donor and an acceptor, and R0 is a

characteristic distance, termed the Foerster distance, that geometries where d ranges between 0 and 3. Eq. (3)
manages to describe decay profiles for direct energy trans-is specific for a given donor–acceptor pair and corres-

ponds to a transfer efficiency of 50% [42]. The exponent fer between immobile reactants. It still fails to fit decay
profiles for energy migration or transfer between mobile6 of the power of distances R0 and r corresponds to energy

transfer by dipole–dipole interaction [43], which is the reactants. Fortunately, appropriate models have been
developed also for these cases [45]. In the course ofprevalent type of interaction in most cases. The energy

transfer rate depends then on the distance between donors these studies we have found that the generalized stretched
exponential models that describe these phenomenaand acceptors. This fact offers a relationship between the

geometry of the dispersion medium and the reaction rate. include not only energy transfer processes but any type
of bimolecular interaction in a restricted medium. ForThus, the analysis of the latter gives information on the

structure of the former. When excitation of the donors is this reason, we present a general model and the theory
underlying it in the next paragraph.made by light pulses, which are short compared with the

life time, t, of the excited state, the energy transfer rate Fluorescence quenching in media where migration
is allowed can generally be analyzed into two parts. Oneevolves with time, that is, it is time-dependent. Time

dependence is a consequence of distance dependence, part is energy exchange between the excited and the
quenching species. Energy exchange, in the most generalbecause the probability of interaction between close-lying

species is higher than that of far-lying reacting species. sense of the term, includes all kinds of electrical and
magnetic interactions, whether they are dipolar, multipo-The time-dependence of the reaction rate is reflected in

the form of the fluorescence decay profile, which can be lar, exciton, or electron transfer. What makes resonance
energy or electron transfer be distinguished from otherrepresented by the following generalized formula (cf.

ref. [42]): processes is that the reaction radii in that case can be
large. We can then safely approximate the rates of anyI(t) 5 I0 exp(2t/t) exp(2Ct1/2) (2)
type of excited state interaction by an inverse power law
of distance, k ' 1/rs , that is, similar to the one given bywhere I is the fluorescence intensity and C is a constant,

the meaning of which will be detailed below. The non- Eq. (1). In this sense, resonance energy transfer by dipole-
dipole interaction will correspond to relatively low s-integer power of time (hence the name stretched exponen-

tial) is a consequence of the distance dependence of the values (e.g., s 5 6). Collisional quenching or, generally,
contact quenching will correspond to large s-valuesenergy transfer rate of Eq. (1). More information will be

provided below. (multipolar interactions) [43]. The second part of fluores-
cence quenching is a diffusion-controlled process. WeThe model of Eq. (2) was successfully employed to

study energy transfer in solutions, where the randomness may represent diffusional motion in the reaction medium
by a random walk on solubilization sites. To derive aof the donor and acceptor distribution is guaranteed. How-

ever, problems were encountered when the model was decay model we can use a cumulant expansion, intro-
duced by Blumen, Klafter, and Zumofen [45,46] toused in solid media, where fitting of Eq. (2) to fluores-

cence decay profiles gave non-integer powers of t smaller describe energy migration in lattices with spatial disorder.
In terms of cumulants the decay law becomes:than 1/2. The explanation of this finding was made possi-

ble with the advent of the fractal theory and the under-
standing of fractal geometry. It was thus understood that

I(t) ' exp Fki (t)(2l)i

i! G (4)in a solid medium, particularly a non-isotropic or a com-
posite medium with distinct subphases, the distribution
of the reacting species is restricted. This restriction, or where ki are the cumulants, l 5 2ln(1 2 p), and p is

the occupation probability of lattice sites by traps. In ourlow dimensionality of the reaction medium, is reflected
on the power of time within the stretched exponential of case, p can be the ratio of the number of quenchers by

the number of solubilization sites, that is, the quencherEq. (2). In fact, as has been found, the most general form
of Eq. (2) that applies also to restricted environments is concentration. It is known that for any distribution of

reaction probabilities and for a given value t of time, k1(t)given by the following equation (cf. refs. [43–45]):
is equal to the mean, and k2(t) is equal to the variance. InI(t) 5 I0 exp(2t/t) exp(2Ct f ) 0 , f , 1, f 5 d/6 (3)
random walk, the reaction rate is determined by the num-
ber of distinct sites S(t) visited by the random walkerwhere d is the dimensionality of the reactant distribution,

which, in principle, coincides with the dimensionality of within time t. Then k1(t) is proportional to the mean of
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S(t) and k2(t) to its variance. Higher-order cumulants are different from zero (i.e., C1 Þ 0, C2 5 0). In other cases
both C1 and C2 must be Þ 0.more complicated expressions also involving S(t). We

By exploiting the form of Eq. (5), a mathematicalshould also note that in regular lattices S(t) ' t but in
relation for the first-order reaction rate can be obtainedlattices with spatial disorder S(t) ' t f, where 0 , f , 1,
by simple differentiation:because in that case, repeated visits to the same sites will

make the number of distinct sites visited smaller that the
K(t) 5 fC1t f21 2 2fC2t2f21 1 P… (6)

number of steps. By looking at the form of Eq. (4), it is
obvious that the successive cumulants introduce succes- which is, of course, time-dependent.
sive powers of t into the decay law with exponents been When quenching is carried out by resonance energy
integral multiples of f. Therefore the decay law for diffu- transfer between moving partners, we can conclude, by
sion-controlled collisional quenching can be written as inspection of Eqs. (3) and (5), that there will be two
[47,48]: contributions of the form t n, 0 , n , 1, that is, Ct d/s 1

C1t f. Experience shows that it is very hard to distinguish
I(t) 5 I0 exp(2t/t) exp(2C1t f 1 C2t2f 2 C3t3f 1 ……) Ct d/s from C1t f by fitting procedures. Therefore, experi-

mental decay profiles in cases of energy transfer to mov-
0 , f , 1 (5)

ing acceptors can still be described by the stretched
exponentials of Eq. (5). Eqs. (2) and (3) would then be

where f, C1, C2, C3, . . . are constants and t is, as already
special cases of Eq. (5). f values are higher in the case

said, the decay time in the absence of quenchers. From
in which both transfer and diffusion occur simultaneously

Eq. (4), it is also obvious that the Cs are related to l
[30] so that f can increase above the limited value of 1/

and p, that is, to quencher concentration. This simplified
2 (Eq. (2)). When motion of the reacting species can be

decay law is now useful for practical applications if an
excluded, resonance energy transfer in restricted media

important question is answered: are the Cs related with will be simply described by Eq. (3). In that case the
each other or are they independent? Inspection of Eq. (4) constant C can be analyzed into a detailed expression
reduces the question to whether the cumulants ki are [49,50] that can offer valuable information on the struc-
correlated. There are discrete distributions, such as Pois- ture of the system under study. Indeed,
son or binomial distribution, where the ks are given by

C 5 pF(R0 /a)dgG(1 2 f ) f 5 d /s s 5 6 (7)specific relations. In the most common case, the normal
(Gaussian) distribution, the first cummulant is equal to

where p is the occupation probability of available solubili-the mean and the second to the variance, which are not
zation sites by acceptors, F is a shape factor that dependsrelated, while all higher-order terms are 0. Fluorescence
on the structure of the reaction domain, g is an orientationdecay profiles recorded by the photon counting technique,
factor that depends on the mutual donor acceptor orienta-thus containing noisy data, correspond to Gaussian distri-
tion, a is a unit size in the reaction domain, R0 is thebution of data. Such profiles should be described by the
critical reaction radius (Foerster distance), and d theform of Eq. (5) with C1 and C2 Þ 0 and all the higher-
dimensionality [27]. Applications of these models willorder constants equal to 0. This conclusion has been
be shown in the next section.experimentally proven on several occasions [47]. Both

C1 and C2 depend on quencher concentration, but they
are also influenced by dispersion, defined by the physical

APPLICATIONS TO THE STUDY OFsystem itself. Therefore, they are not correlated. If the
NANOCOMPOSITE ORGANIC/INORGANICdistribution of the reaction probabilities is not normal,
MATERIALSthen C3 and higher-order terms will be different from 0

and the Cs will be correlated.
This section presents applications of the above time-The decay law of Eq. (5), which is a combination

resolved fluorescence models to the study of a few charac-of stretched exponentials, introduces a specific depen-
teristic nanocomposite materials.dence on geometry, through the value of f. Low f corres-

ponds to spatially restricted reactions, whereas f 5 1
corresponds to the classical case of completely non

Determination of the Percolation Threshold
restricted reaction. The importance of higher-order terms
in the power series of Eq. (5) increases with spatial restric- If we search for an “ideal” case for applying the
tion. Experience has shown that noisy data can be per- fluorescence decay model of Eq. (5) this is determination

of the percolation threshold. Let us consider the case offectly fitted even with only one term of the series being
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a nanocomposite organic/inorganic material where the of silica; however, conductivity increased with the per-
centage of PEG as it can be seen in Fig. 1. It was thenorganic subphase makes the minority component. We

want to search for the conditions in which the organic necessary to define a compromising composition that
would give sufficient conductivity with maximum possi-subphase will form a percolating cluster. If we use two

interacting species, such as a fluorophore and a quencher, ble silica content in order to obtain quality films. The
answer was provided by analysis of the luminescenceassociated with the organic subphase and follow the kinet-

ics of their interaction it is possible to relate kinetics with decay profiles of Ru(bpy)3
21 [tris(2,28-bipyridine)ruthen-

ium dichloride hexahydrate] in the presence of MV2+the geometrical characteristics of the hosting subphase.
Indeed, as it has been explained in the previous section, [methylviologen], which acts as quencher of Ru(bpy)3

21

luminescence [31], both incorporated in the nanocompos-the exponent f of time in Eqs. (3), (5), and (6) is propor-
tional to the dimensionality of the reaction domain. By ite film. Both cations are associated with the organic

(PEG) subphase, and they are thus appropriate to probeassuming that the interaction proceeds by random walk,
it has been shown that the value of f is equal to 2/3 at it. Fitting of Eq. (5) to the luminescence decay profiles

[31] gave the corresponding values of f, which are shownthe percolation threshold [51,52]. However, imaging a
percolation cluster by indirect methods, such as fluores- in Fig. 2. The data of Fig. 2 reveal that the percolation

threshold ( f 5 2/3) is obtained for PEG content lyingcence quenching, is a rather tricky affair. Probing of the
reaction domain will depend on the time scale of observa- around 8% w/w. For higher PEG content the f value tends

to a plateau. Indeed, maximum performance of a celltion. In the case of fluorescence quenching, it will depend
on the lifetime of the excited state of the fluorophore. For made with this material was realized at a composition of

the nanocomposite material just above the percolationthis reason it is necessary to employ both time-resolved
fluorescence and other supporting techniques to obtain threshold [31], where the conductivity reaches important

values, as seen in Fig. 1.exploitable results. In our case, we have searched for a
nanocomposite ionic conductor made of silica and poly-
(ethyleneglycol)-200 (hereafter called PEG). Silica

Probing Domain Polarity and Mobility in
makes the gelling factor of the material while PEG is

Surfactant/Silica Nanocomposites
the ion conducting organic subphase [53]. It was then
necessary to apply the nanocomposite material as a thin Sol-gel nanocomposites made of silica and surfac-

tant are composed of a polar inorganic nanophase (silicafilm, in a sandwich configuration between two electrodes
[31]. The quality of the film increased with the percentage

Fig. 2. f-values vs. PEG weight percent at 208C, for a nanocompositeFig. 1. Steady-state specific conductivity of an I2
3 /I2 electrolyte (0.5

M IK, 0.05 M I2) vs. PEG weight percent in PEG/silica nanocomposites film made of PEG/silica and containing 1 mM Ru(bpy)21
3 and 20 mM

MV2+ (cf. Ref. [31]).made by the sol-gel method. T 5 258C.
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network) and of a surfactant nanophase. The latter is a same material at lower concentration, so that excimer
formation was excluded, and its fluorescence wasresult of fusion of micelles found in the precursor sol

[30]. The surfactant nanophase may form a percolating quenched by another hydrophobic species, C153 (couma-
rin-153). Quenching in that case is done by resonancecluster if sufficient amount of surfactant is introduced in

the nanocomposite material. In any case, the surfactant energy transfer from excited pyrene to C153 [27,30,54].
The results of the analysis of the fluorescence decaynanophase possesses some degree of molecular organiza-

tion providing a hydrophobic core and a polar-hydropho- profiles by Eq. (5) in that case are also shown in Table
I. It is interesting to find that the f value is practicallybic interface with the embedding silica. Hydrophobic

probes, such as pyrene, are immobilized in porous silica the same, that is, around 0.7, also in the present case as
it was in the case of pyrene excimer formation. Thisin the absence of surfactant. On the contrary, in the pres-

ence of surfactant, pyrene is solubilized in the surfactant results indicates the generality and the efficiency of the
applied analysis model. In the case then of pyrene-C153subphase, where it is permitted to form diffusion-con-

trolled excimers. The kinetics of excimer formation can interaction, quenching is also controlled by diffusion, so
that f is larger than the value of 0.5 applying to thebe studied by analysis of monomer pyrene fluorescence

decay profiles in the presence of excimers by using the classical case of Eq. (2) (see previous section). The same
as above nanocomposite material was also studiedmodel of Eq. (5). An example is given by the data of

Table I, which refer to a material made of silica and by using a hydrophilic probe-and-quencher couple:
Ru(bpy)3

21 and MV2+, both introduced in the previouscetyltrimethylammoniumbromide (CTAB). It is seen that
the value of f for pyrene excimer formation in that system paragraph. These molecules are completely expelled from

the surfactant subphase, not only because they are hydro-is around 0.7 and it is, practically, independent of pyrene
concentration. This value indicates diffusion-controlled philic but also because they are positively charged, as the

surfactant head groups of CTAB. They then, in principle,reaction in a percolating cluster (because f . 2/3, cf.
previous paragraph). Pyrene was also introduced in the reside in the polar inorganic subphase. Indeed, the analy-

sis of the luminescence decay profiles of Ru(bpy)21
3 in

the presence of MV2+ for the present material gave results
also shown in Table I. It is now seen that an impressive

Table I. Data Obtained by Time-Resolved Fluorescence (Lumines-
decrease of the value of f takes place which furthercence) Analysis Using Eqs. (5) and (6), for a Nanocomposite Material
decreases if we pass from a matrix to a film made by theMade of Silica and Cetyltrimethylammoniumbromide and Doped with

Various Probes* same surfactant/silica composition. f is smaller than the
percolation threshold ( f , 2/3), indicating that the

Molar ratio of quencher/CTAB f K (106s21)
charged probes are confined and restricted, which is
expected, because they are not residing in the organicPyrene excimers

1/100 0.71 2.1 subphase, the only subphase that allows mobility. That
1/33 0.72 2.6 mobility is restricted for the charged probes, but allowed
1/10 0.69 3.5 for the hydrophobic ones, is also seen by the values K

in the third column of Table I. K values have been calcu-Pyrene-C153
lated with the help of Eq. (6). Eq. (6) gives the evolution1/40000 0.71 1.0

1/10000 0.69 1,7 of the reaction probability in the course of time. Time 0
1/1000 0.69 2,7 is the point when the exciting pulse begins. We have

chosen to calculate the reaction probability 700 ns after
Ru(bpy)21

3 2 MV21 bulk
time-0 point. This is approximately the time range conve-1/33 0.50 0.1
nient to apply to both pyrene and Ru(bpy)3

21 [30]. It was1/20 0.49 0.1
1/5 0.49 0.2 then found that whereas in the case of pyrene the reaction

goes on after 700 ns, in the case of Ru(bpy)3
21 the reaction

Ru(bpy)21
3 2 MV21 film is terminated (i.e., K is practically zero). In other words,

1/33 0.23 0.1
in the case of charged probes the reaction is locally1/20 0.25 0.2
restricted and it occurs within a limited period of time,1/10 0.28 0.2
while in the case of mobile probes the reaction goes on

* The composition is defined for the precursor sol in moles/litre: 0.8 by diffusion for a longer period of time. The above analy-
tetramethoxysilane; 0.1 CTAB; 0.00002 pyrene; 0.001 Ru(bpy)21

3 sis then provides very important information about probequencher concentration is expressed as ratio over CTAB concentration
localization and mobility inside the nanocomposite mate-in column 1.

(Adapted from Ref. [30].) rial.
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Geometrical Parameters Obtained by Resonance- thickness given in Ref. [55] is around 10Å for silica and
27Å for the surfactant bilayer. More on this analysisEnergy-Transfer Quenching
can be found in Ref. [27]. It is obvious that important

As already said, luminescence decay profiles, under
geometrical information can be extracted on nanocom-

conditions of resonance energy transfer between practi-
posite films by applying the stretched-exponential model

cally immobile partners in a restricted domain, can be
of Eq. (3).

described by the model of Eq. (3). Such conditions are
satisfied for a dispersion of donor–acceptor pairs in a
layered film composed of silica and CTAB [27]. It has CONCLUSIONS
been shown that nanocomposite films composed of the
above components, synthesized through the sol-gel Nanocomposite organic/inorganic materials are
method are structured in alternating layers of silica and complex systems composed of two subphases mixed in
surfactant bilayers [27,55,56]. When the hydrophobic the nanoscale. Time-resolved fluorescence analysis can
pyrene-C153 donor–acceptor pair is dispersed in such a be used to extract indirect information on the structure
film, it is solubilized at the interface between the surfac- and the dynamics of these systems. A model of stretched
tant head groups and the silica layer. Pyrene fluorescence exponentials can fit fluorescence (luminescence) decay
is quenched by energy transfer to C153, as already said. profiles and by proper analysis to provide a variety of
Fitting the decay profiles of pyrene in the presence of useful information. This model is valid for any type of
C153 by Eq. 3 gave the values of the exponent f and the fluorophore-quencher interaction, be it by energy-transfer
constant C. A series of values of C and f can be obtained or by diffusion-controlled quenching or both.
by fixing pyrene and varying C153 concentration. An
example is given in Table II for the above CTAB/silica
films [27]. With the help of the calculated values of C REFERENCES
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